A-Level Politics
Super Curricular Activities
Competitions
Deadline 2nd August

The R.A. Butler Prize for essays in Politics and International Studies. Find the
questions for the 2021 competitions here: Essay Questions

Taster Events and Online Webinars / Lectures.

Access Anytime

Future Learn Courses
Peterloo to the Pankhursts: Radicalism and Reform in the 19th Century
COVID-19: Pandemics, Modelling, and Policy
The Open University – Global Ethics: An Introduction

On Demand

University of Birmingham Online Masterclasses (You need to sign up to
gain access for free)
Are governments murdering their citizens?
Coronavirus and the politics of science

Uni Frog Tasks
Read, Watch, Listen Use this area to find Subject specific articles, films, TED Talks and books.
Read, Watch, Listen on UniFrog
MOOCs

Use the MOOC function to search Politics online courses in a range of topics.
There are 100+ MOOCs that you can start immediately.
Politics MOOCs

Websites
National Archives - Official national paper and digital archive of the UK government, and for
England and Wales.
Politics home - News resource providing comprehensive monitoring and reporting on UK
politics.
Institute for Government think tank providing independent research and analysis
Gov.uk - Central portal to government information, including Government departments,
agencies and statistics.
Parliament information about the different aspects of parliament
History of Parliament Online
Political Studies Association magazines, articles and other resources
The Council of Europe - Organisation promoting co-operation between member European
states to protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law.
Archive of European Integration - Online archive for research sources on European
integration, including historic EU official documents.
UK Youth Parliament for 11-18 year olds

Podcasts & Videos
Political Thinking with Nick Robinson – interviews with British politicians
Oxford University politics and international relations podcasts
The Guardian Long Reads podcasts on topical issues
Flash Forward podcasts which consider possible scenarios in the future
99% Invisible podcasts about the thought that goes into things we don’t think about
TED Talks short 20-minute talks on topical issues

Journals & Magazines
Political Insight - Political Insight is a must for anyone with an interest in politics. This quarterly
magazine features accessible expert analysis, cutting edge political science research and
authoritative commentary on the latest political developments.
Parliament Magazine.eu - News and commentary on contemporary EU issues and developments.
The Economist
Politics UK
Total Politics
British Journal of Politics and International Relations - an international journal that publishes
innovative, cutting edge contemporary scholarship on international relations, comparative
politics, public policy, political theory and (especially) politics and policy in the United Kingdom. It
is the world’s premier journal for research into British politics.

